Needless to say, empirical historians do not devote much effort to worrying about its nature. They leave that quest to physicists and philosophers. Yet those who study the past cannot but be affected, even unwittingly, by changing cultural and scientific ideas about temporality.
The greatest challenge during the last century has come from the ramifications, both direct and indirect, of the concept of relativity. In Paris in the 1910s, as the historian Lucien Febvre later recalled, the first circulation of Einstein's ideas caused an intellectual furore. Scholars from many disciplines gathered in informal seminars "to delimit, settle and measure precisely the ravages made in our theories by the great advances of modern physics". Undated written account by Lucien Febvre, as cited in Fernand Braudel, 'Personal Testimony', Journal of Modern History, 44. 1972, p. 460. 4 Hermann Minkowski (1864 Minkowski ( -1909 , Space and Time, 1908, in The reverberations of Einstein's reformulations are still being felt across all fields of knowledge. It is not too much to say that Einstein began a new "Age of Relativity", which still holds sway. To be sure, there are other potential appellations for the bellicose and inventive twentieth century. Eric Hobsbawm's "Age of Extremes" is one plausible example that readily springs to mind. 7 Nonetheless, the theoretical and practical impact of relativity not only within the pure and applied sciences but also across the humanities, social sciences, and the wider culture is so pervasive that Einstein's formulation has a serious claim to being one of the most apt definitions. In that context, it is worth noting that the appropriately named Time Magazine concurs. On 31 December 1999, it nominated Einstein as the outstanding "person of the twentieth century". 8 For historians, a number of puzzling questions were raised by his new physics. If Time in the era of relativity is fading into a shadow, then should the discipline of history fade too? In the new physics, temporality can be understood, in certain specific circumstances, as curved or warped. Does that concept abolish any chance of finding a coherent narrative running from past to present? In fact, no. It should not and has not. Yet it has taken a circuitous route for historians to respond. Without going into all the ramifications of all the global debates, this essay explores schematically:
relativity and the dethroning of absolute Time; the analytical rise of Space; the exploration of "lived Time" as a cultural variable; the challenge of atemporalism and postmodern scepticism; and, eventually in the early twenty-first century, the coming "temporal turn", with a refreshed understanding of Time in Space (and, naturally, vice versa) .
I. Relativity and the Dethroning of Absolute Time
Einstein's great intellectual breakthrough managed both to demonstrate and to explain how time measurements, when made by observers moving at vastly different speeds, will not appear constant. Such an outcome appears to contradict everyday expectations. But time measurements actually vary in relation to the differential mobility of the observing agent. That is, people travelling in space at very different speeds would experience the passing of time at different rates. In one sense, it was a theoretical point, since in practice all humans live on or (in the case of astronauts) very close to Planet Earth. But practical understandings were also transformed. Over time, however, it has transpired that this method of enquiry works best for studying close-knit groups within stable systems but is much less helpful for explaining conflicts and revolutionary upheavals. One unimpressed critic denounced the whole endeavour as ignoring both the power of ideas and the influence of wider social groups. Thus the Namierites' pointilliste gathering of biographical details about political insiders was creating nothing but "a rope of sand, a series of nonsequiturs." 27 Nonetheless, Namier's methodology was absorbed into the historians' research repertoire. It has found later applications in social and demographic history, and also in social-scientific studies of power networks -a "sleeping" legacy from continental structuralism.
Meanwhile, throughout the early twentieth century, big bold surveys of global history over many centuries continued to appear, although the majority of specialist historians stuck to relatively finite periods of (say) no more than two to three centuries. remembering that older models of history as a great cycle (or series of cycles) had by no means disappeared.
Notably, even while most social and cultural historians of Time eschew simple longitudinal narratives, they generally incorporate some element of change. Often it took the binary form of "before" and "after".
In Thompson's case, it was a shift from pre-industrial to industrial times.
For Koselleck, it was the transition from a traditional cyclicality to a linear "Modernity". These changes might arguably be aligned as different definitions of the same process; but other historians have found other turning points for other trends in many other periods. Cumulatively, the effect has generated not a new long-term narrative but a widespread confusion.
"Modernity" in particular has become, via over-use, a fuzzy and problematic concept. (1981) . 54 Yet, for Bruno Latour, the French sociologist of science, the epic moment is yet to come: "We Have Never been Modern" (1993) . 55 The problems of labelling past ages indicated the areas of interpretation that remain subjective. Are historians overly projecting their own views onto scrappy and imperfect evidence? Can the past really be recovered by later generations? By the 1990s, that lurking challenge to all historians was coming into the open, fostered by relativistic doubts at a moment of cultural flux and millennial anxiety.
IV: The Challenge of Atemporality and Postmodern Scepticism
By the later twentieth century, historians collectively were able to research, explain, and analyse the past in an impressive set of specialist categories.
Yet their marked eclecticism in terms of their choice of themes and periods, and their collective stress upon complexities, were not providing clear messages to one another, let alone to the wider public. In that context, there was scope for intellectual challenge from outside the discipline.
Professional history had become modest and realistic in its claims. It had long become divorced from prophecy, even if in troubled times people might hope that the past would offer guidance for the future. Grand Narratives -giving a big picture of everything, seamlessly from start to finish -had run into the sands. Linear "progress" after two world wars and the revelations of the Holocaust, had lost its plausibility as an acrossthe-board scenario. There are still enthusiasts for technological utopias, with or without the help of robots or cyborgs. Yet, alongside them, sober analysts equally warn of global population overload and/or ecological degradation and/or doomsday climate change. Equally, the confident Marxist expectation of progressive change through dialectical (revolutionary) leaps from one system to another, culminating in the worldside success of communism, has not turned out as predicted. The system has been overthrown in many countries. And, in those still technically professing communism, the all-powerful central state has not "withered away" as promised, nor has social and cultural equality been achieved. Braudel in the late 1950s. He followed his friend and mentor, Lucien
Febvre, in stressing the importance of geography; but in a new multilayered way. Braudel's model saw the physical world as permanently calibrated at a glacial pace of change, verging on the static. This deep continuity he termed la longue durée. On the surface of history, he allowed that there was an animated "froth" of events; and, below that, another intermediate layer of long-term trends. But these were, relatively speaking, ephemera. Real history moved at a glacial pace: with "a slower tempo which sometimes almost borders on the motionless." 57 It was a formulation which justly pointed to elements of deep continuity which are too often overlooked. 58 Nonetheless, the Braudelian model underplayed the importance of events and trends, while it equally overestimated the stability of geographical factors. As a result, Braudelian geo-history was also unable to explain twentieth-century political, military, social, economic, technological and environmental upheavals, let alone radical transformations in earlier eras.
Despairingly, one cry was recirculated to the effect that "History is no more than one damn thing after another". That remark was first coined by a historian in 1935, in a moment of analytical vexation. 59 It updated the old Henry Ford dictum that "History is bunk". These claims hardly disproved the value of studying the past systematically; but they tended to be reiterated in face of complications. By the 1990s particularly there was a recrudescence of serious doubt in many (but not all) western intellectual circles, especially among disillusioned or disappointed Marxists. The
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Fernand Braudel (1902 Braudel ( -1985 , Écrits sur l'histoire, Paris 1977; transl. as On History, London 1980, p. 33 . See also id. 'History and the Social Sciences ' (1960 ) and 'History and Sociology' (1958 -1960 going scepticism. 65 For him, Time had no independent reality, being a concept which "belongs entirely to metaphysics" (clearly, not intended as a compliment). Instead, he evoked an atemporal spatiality, which he named as khôra (Greek: space or site). 66 It constituted an eternal present which was able to absorb apparent temporality. But, alas, a sympathetic architect's plan to build a public representation of the Derridean khôra in a Parisian public garden was never realised; and the concept remained, as it began, nebulous and unconvincing.
Most historians remained coolly unimpressed. However, when a determined minority within the discipline declared their support for a theoretical formulation of scepticism, known as postmodernism, then the lurking debates at last came into the mainstream. 67 The critics saw themselves as representing a new Zeitgeist, challenging the claimed certainties of a departing "Modernity". They took their name from the revival of vernacular architecture in the 1970s, which opposed stark, brutalist "Modernist" buildings in glass-steel-and-concrete. Emboldened postmodern theorists did not deny some role for Time. But they incorporated an undertow of Derridean scepticism and Nietzschean nihilism to generate an approach which was analytically present-minded. 68 It privileged the critic over the text, the historian over the evidence. And since historical researchers not only work with fallible, incomplete evidence, but are themselves fallible and biased, it seemed logical to argue that their historical output must equally fail to be authoritative. As a result, history-writing should be viewed as a sub-genre of literature, as the literary critic Hayden White argued. 69 Histories can thus be classified in a range from tragedy to comedy, although unsurprisingly not many studies of the past qualify in the latter category.
In effect, postmodernist scepticism posed a frontal challenge to the truth claims made by historians. Then at last robust polemics followed on behalf of the discipline. 70 Historians were already well aware of the difficulties in assessing evidence, and the risks of distorting bias on the part of the researcher. Such problems have long been and still remain the stock-in-trade of History induction courses. But the subject depends upon more than the say-so of any one individual or the accuracy of any single piece of evidence. The study of the past is a patient and cumulative project, which over time tries to transcend individual imperfections and errors. It is an endeavour which is shared not only geographically but also across successive generations. Thus, on the strength of intensive research and debate by many scholars, conclusions of greater or lesser degrees of certainty do emerge. On that basis, it is possible -indeed imperative -for true that humans cannot ever discover everything about the past, that sobering fact does not mean that nothing can be known. On the contrary, the difficulties constitute a spur to more and better historical research, interpretation and debate.
Paradoxically, meanwhile, the postmodernist critics, who disparaged history, invoked a very schematic model of historical change in their own support. For them, the so-called quest for truth was simply an elite powerbroking project. It allegedly began as an ideology of "Modernity", which was held to be the counterpart of the classic eighteenth-century Enlightenment. In the eyes of its postmodernist critics, this cultural/intellectual movement inaugurated a long-running "project" which has tried (in vain) to impose cool, rationalist, scientistic and universalist values upon a pluralist world. For good measure, these characteristics were deemed to be not only "bad" but also typically "male". Instead, for the postmodernist critics, the alternative principles to be cultivated, in lieu of certainty and order, were the virtues of scepticism, doubt, irony, playfulness and eclecticism. These rival qualities -claimed as warm, intuitive, "good" and characteristically "female" -were said to have constituted a new twentieth-century Zeitgeist and thus to have proved the critics' case by overthrowing the old ways. change is obviously one major question, especially now that geologists are debating whether to name (and when to date) a new era in Earth history as the Anthropocene to record the impact of human interventions. 82 The many conflicts over political and religious issues world-wide are another. And the unexpected 2008/9 global economic recession, whose ramifications are still unfolding, is a third. 83 Despite the present-mindedness of much contemporary culture, the need to understand the long-term workings of Time, as evidenced in human and Earth history, cannot be gainsaid.
To historians, this recognition comes not as a surprise but as a welcome justification. Time, for them, has never gone away. So the discipline is busy updating itself in response to the new intellectual climate.
The recent research reign of the micro-study is being counter-balanced by a return to macro-sweep. 84 There are campaigns to incorporate more longspan courses into teaching programmes. Global history is a fast-growing field. 85 Short-termism among today's policy-makers is rousingly attacked;
and policy-makers are urged to consult the longitudinal expertise of the historians. 86 Past maps and models of temporal change are being re-evaluated. 87 Historians are being updated on the range of Time studies. 88 
